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MINI
AIR SENSATION

MINI PUMPS
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172 mm | 115 psi/8 Bar | 62 g | aluminium/plastic

179 mm | 73 psi/5 Bar | 90 g | aluminium/plastic

AIRBOY

AIRBOY XL

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

The original mini-pump from the house of SKS is back 
with a beautiful design and innovative technology:
 
✚ The unique 2-chamber/2-plunger pumping system provides high 
 pumping efficiency in an extremely compact size.

✚	 Small enough for a jersey pocket. 

✚ Soft, ergonomic end-piece allows for comfortable pumping with 
 pressure from the palm of your hand.

✚ Incl. water bottle clip. 

05

AIR RESCU
E
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CO2

207 mm | 5 Bar * | 140 g | aluminium/plastic 

AIRBOY CO2 ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

The best of both worlds. The features of the AIRBOY mini-pump combines with 
those of a compact CO2-cartridge pump: 
 
✚ Tyres can be inflated manually or with a CO2 cartridge.

✚ The proven SKS CO2 technology of pressure control regulator is featured to 
 help user release just the right amount of air.

✚ Suitable for all types of valves with a reversible pump head.

✚ Compatible with 16g & 24g threaded CO2 cartridges.

✚ Includes a water bottle clip mount system. 

L
U

FTRETTU

N
G

TYRE SIZE:
MAX. PRESSURE:

700 c x 23
7,5 bar / 108 psi

26" x 2.25
2,7 bar / 40 psi
27,5" x 2.25
2,0 bar / 29 psi
29" x 2.25
1,8 bar / 26 psi

700 c x 32
5 bar / 72 psi

ROAD

ALLROAD

MOUNTAIN

* CO2

Pump holder
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MULTI VALVE FITS THEM ALL

256 mm | telescopic | max pressure 144 psi/10 Bar | 182 g | aluminium tube

256 mm | telescopic | max pressure 144 psi/10 Bar | 175 g | plastic tube

252 mm | max pressure 73 psi/5 Bar | 150 g | plastic tube

INJEX-T-ZOOM

INJEX LITE ZOOM

INJEX LITE

Easy seal replacement due 
to unscrewable cap.

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

283 mm | T-handle with teleskopic function | max pressure 144 psi/10 Bar | 216 g | aluminium tube

INJEX CONTROL
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

✚ Telescoping function and folding T-handle provide for comfortable pumping. 
✚ Small pressure gauge at the end of the high-quality aluminium barrel. 

SKS-ADVICE
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208 mm | 115 psi/8 Bar | ø 23 mm = high pressure | 110 g | aluminium tube

215 mm | max pressure 73 psi/5 Bar | ø 29 mm = high volume | 134 g | plastic tube

SPAERO DEEP BLACK

SPAERO SPORT ALU
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

Classy design combined with sophisticated technology and high pressure power 
distinguish the SPAERO SPORT mini pump. Under the dust cap there is an 
extendable hose with a screw-on head that guarantees a tight fit to 
SV and DV valves:
 
✚ Extendable hose.

✚	 Screw-on head that guarantees a tight fit. 

✚ Dust cap. 

screw-on head pump holder

COMPACT HIGH PRESSURE PUMP

FOR ROAD BIKES!

AIR POWER FOR

MTB- AND TREKKING BIKES!
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241 mm | 87 psi/6 Bar | 59 g | aluminium tube

SPAERO DOUBLE ACTION

There is no better pump! The SPAERO DOUBLE ACTION pump 
offers all the features of a modern, comfortable mini-pump:

✚ Slide-on T-type handle for optimal pumping force.

✚ Flexible hose attachment that pumps without damaging valves 
 and has no loss of pressure.

✚ Dual pump head for all types of valves.

✚ High volume per stroke, maximum pressure 5bar/75psi.

✚ Incl. water bottle clip.

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

AIR RESCU
E

DOUBLE ACTION TECHNOLOGY

✚
DOUBLE ACTION pump technology. 

Tyres are inflated with air 
by both pulling and pushing.

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER
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125 mm | 113 g incl. cartridge | aluminium-valve head

 150 mm | 135 g incl. cartridge | aluminium-valve head

AIRCHAMP PRO

AIRBUSTER

CO2

CO2

The AIRCHAMP PRO is a CO2 inflator offering easy single-hand operation:
 
✚ The lock prevents unintended triggering.

✚ The reversible valve allows use with Presta/Schrader/Dunlop valve connections. 

✚ Suitable for both 16g unthreaded and threaded cartridges. 

✚ Includes mount for under bottle cage and a 16g CO2 cartridge.

The new AIRBUSTER is the ultimate CO2 solution. The CO2 pump consists of an aluminium housing with an 
integrated pressure control regulator to help user release just the right amount of air:
 
✚ Dust protection cap keeps internals clean.

✚ Compatible with 16g and 24g threaded CO2 cartridges, SKS cartridges feature insulation protection. 

✚ AIRBUSTER includes a replacement 16g cartridge and 2-point pump holder.

✚ Incl. water bottle clip. 

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

TYRE SIZE:
MAX. PRESSURE:

700 c x 23
7,5 bar / 108 psi

26" x 2.25
2,7 bar / 40 psi
27,5" x 2.25
2,0 bar / 29 psi
29" x 2.25
1,8 bar / 26 psi

with 16g

700 c x 32
5 bar / 72 psi

ROAD

ALLROAD

MOUNTAIN

LOCKED UNLOCKED
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black-silver | 73 psi/5 Bar | 117 g | 227 mm 

black | 73 psi/5 Bar | 117 g | 227 mm

 175 mm | aluminium-valve head

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN
ROOKIE XL

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

Light pump for all bikes with high volume per stroke at short length:
 
✚ Reversible valve head, mounting clip and dust cap.

The hose adapter for all types of valves:
 
✚ Ideal for children’s bicycles, wheelbarrows, prams 
 etc. Suitable for the SKS MULTI-VALVE head and 
 lever connector

ZIPFLINGER
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

FRONT

BACK

➦

➦



FOR MORE PRODUCTS PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE SKS-GERMANY.COM

With our AIRCHECKER SKS presents a digital gauge for bicycle tyres: 

✚  Due to it’s swivelling Duo-Head, the backlit display with its XL-format 
 digits is always easy to read.
 
✚ The display can also be switched from bar to PSI. 

✚ The air realease button allows fine tuning of tyre pressure 
 in single PSI increments. 

AIRCHECKER
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

AUTO
SCHRADER

45 g

SKS-ADVICE Please note specifications given 
by the resspective tyre manufacturer

recommended reference pressure recommended hand pumps

AIRBOY XL
AIRBOY CO2

INJEX
SUPERSHORT

AIRBUSTER
AIRCHAMP PRO

ROOKIE XL
SPAERO

SPAERO DOUBLE ACTION

1,5-3,0 bar
30-44 psi

THE RIGHT PRESSURE FOR ANY TYRE! 

MOUNTAIN

7,0-9,0 bar
100-130 psi

AIRBOY
RACEDAY

AIRBUSTER
AIRCHAMP PRO
INJEX T-ZOOM

INJEX LITE-ZOOM
SPAERO SPORT

ROAD

ROAD

AIRBOY
AIRBOY XL

AIRBOY CO2
INJEX

SUPERSHORT
AIRBUSTER

AIRCHAMP PRO
ROOKIE XL

SPAERO
SPAERO SPORT

 SPAERO DOUBLE ACTION

3,5-6,0 bar
51-87 psi

ALLROAD

ALLROAD

MOUNTAIN

12
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270 mm | 360 psi/25 Bar

195 mm | 290 psi/20 Bar

SAM (Suspension Air Mechanic) is ready for all tours with its mini pump design: 

✚ The steel-braided swiveling hose. 

✚ 2-stage valve connector prevents pressure losses while detaching 
 it from the suspension loading valve. 

✚ Air release dial allows fine tuning of tire pressure.

MSP (Mountain Suspension Pump) is a must in every bike backpack: 

✚ The flexible steel mesh hose is removable from the pump for compact travel. 

✚ The valve connection is made with a 2-stage thread connector making it 
 possible to screw on and off without loss of pressure. 

✚ Pressure reduction dial allows you to reach exactly the desired level.

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SAM

MSP

AUTO
SCHRADER

AUTO
SCHRADER
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GERMAN
AIRPOWER
FLOOR PUMPS
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100 mm large gauge

VALVES:

EASY SEALING 
CHANGE!

MULTIVALVE

IDEAL FÜR

PERFECT FOR

E-BIKEAIRMENIUS
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

735 mm | 174 psi/12 Bar

Our AIRMENIUS combines high-quality materials in a professional floor pump:
 
✚ Comfortable cork grips and the very easy to read 100 mm pressure gauge.

✚ Solid aluminium die cast foot.

✚ The long aluminium trapezoidal barrel enables 
 easy pressure build up in the tyre. 
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VALVES:

EASY SEALING 
CHANGE!

MULTIVALVE

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

AIRWORX 10.0

665 mm | 144 psi/10 Bar 

Solid floor pump mit steel barrel and steel base:
 
✚ Precision top mounted withgauge.

✚ Extra long high pressure connection hose.

✚ Ergonomic two-compound handle.

✚ incl. 2 adapters for balls and air mattresses.

✚ New designed base.

Precision gauge on top
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VALVES:

EASY SEALING 
CHANGE!

MULTIVALVE

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

AIRWORX PLUS 10.0

730 mm | 144 psi/10 Bar

Further development of our successful AIRWORX 10.0 pump:
 
✚ Big, top-mounted gauge with a pressure dial.

✚ Exta-long high pressure hose.

✚ Pressure reduction technology for perfect setting. (SV + DV)

✚ Comes with 2 adapters for balls and mattresses.

NEW! With preset indicator

NEW! Pressure bleed function 
(only AV/SV)

NEW



ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

VALVES:
Brass push on nipple for SV

EASY SEALING 
CHANGE!

18

RENNKOMPRESSOR

ANNIVERSARY MODEL

650 mm | 230 psi/16 Bar

Our world famous RENNKOMPRESSOR floor pump is celebrating its 50 year anniversary 
this year. It comes as a limited and numbered special edition in the original red colour 
like the very first version of 1966:
 
✚ Extra long high pressure hose of 125 cm.

✚ Solid die cast foot.

✚ Solid steel tube.

✚ Heavy iron casting base with folding up 
 feet for easy transportation.

✚ Precision pressure gauge up to 16 bar / 230 psi.

High-quality leather 
wall holder

NEW
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The high-performance pump for every occasion:
 
✚ Outstanding value for money.

✚ Extra-long steel barrel for more volume per stroke.

✚ Extra large 80 mm manometer for easy readability.

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

VALVES:

EASY SEALING 
CHANGE!

MULTIVALVE

WHITE EDITION

AIRKOMPRESSOR 12.0

730 mm | 174 psi/12 Bar

IDEAL FÜR

PERFECT FOR

E-BIKE
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TWENTYNINER     

80 mm large diameter gauge

VALVES:

EASY SEALING 
CHANGE!

MULTIVALVE

730 mm | 87 psi/6 Bar 

SKS new pumping volume power package. The powerful TWENTYNINER is the ideal 
floor pump for all mountain and trekking cyclists:
 
✚ Ergonomic two-compound handle.

✚  Displays both bar and psi.

✚ Comfortable grip with ergonomic dual compound.

✚  Oversized barrel.

✚ incl. 2 adapters for ball and air mattress.

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

PERFECT FOR

IDEAL FÜR

29
er

TUBELESS

27,5
PLUS
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TL-HEAD-SET    

The new pump head from SKS-Germany is THE best solution for all tubeless tyres:
 
✚ Compatible with all SKS floor pumps.

✚ Manual inflating or possible CO2 application.

✚ Set with 2 tyre levers and 2 16 g  CO2 cartriges.

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

INCL. 

2 cartridge | 16 g threaded + tyre lever set | 20 g

Reversible head for all types of valves

NEW
TUBELESS

IDEAL FÜR

PERFECT FOR

E-BIKE
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ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

DUNLOP AUTO
SCHRADER

RIDEAIR

RIDEAIR LOCK

262 mm | max pressure 16 bar/230 psi | 350 g | volume 600 ml 

262 mm | max pressure 16 bar/230 psi | 450 g | volume 600 ml 

The SKS RIDEAIR is SKS’s first refillable with air canister to go:
 
✚ Easy and environment friendly solution.

✚ Comfortable and very quick inflation.

✚ Safe transport in the bottle cage.

✚ Perfect for seating tubeless tyres.

SKS RIDEAIR LOCK - carefree on the road:
 
✚ Perfect solution in straits.

✚ With steel cable lock (80 cm).

NEW

NEW

	Screw on valve head with adapter for all types of valves

	Screw on valve head with adapter for all types of valves

TUBELESS

TUBELESS

IDEAL FÜR

PERFECT FOR

E-BIKE
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ALL YOU 
NEED! 

TOOLS
THE TOM-FAMILY 

NOW WITH THE LITTLE BROTHER TOM 7
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INBUSSCHLÜSSEL
ALLEN KEY
2,5  |  3  |  4  |  5  |  6  |  8

SCHRAUBENDREHER
SCREWDRIVER
+  |  –

TORX® SCHLÜSSEL
TORX® KEY
Magura®/Shimano® Disc T 25 

REIFENHEBER
TYRE LEVER
x 2

SPEICHENSCHLÜSSEL
SPOKE KEY
G 14  |  G 15

KAPSELHEBER · BREMSBELAGÖFFNER
BOTTLE OPENER · BRAKE PAD OPENER

INCL. NEOPRENE BAG

INCL. NEOPRENE BAG

INBUSSCHLÜSSEL
ALLEN KEY
2,5  |  3  |  4  |  5  |  6 |  8

SCHRAUBENDREHER
SCREWDRIVER
+  |  –

TORX® SCHLÜSSEL
TORX® KEY
Magura®/Shimano® Disc T 25 

REIFENHEBER
TYRE LEVER
x 1

SPEICHENSCHLÜSSEL
SPOKE KEY
G 14  |  G 15

KAPSELHEBER · BREMSBELAGÖFFNER
BOTTLE OPENER · BRAKE PAD OPENER

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN
TOM 18

TOM 14

73 x 21 x 48 mm | 18 functions | weight 184 g

72 x 20 x 39 mm | 14 functions | weight 129 g

With its 14 functions this mini tool is the basic 
repair solution for all cyclists:
 
✚ With its 14 functions this mini tool is 
 the basic repair solution for all cyclists.

The compact full metall mini tool is the perfect 
accessory for all cyclists:
 
✚ Thanks to its small size it fits in all jersey 
 pockets and saddle bags.

✚ Integrated compartment 
 for the chain pin. 

KETTENNIETER
CHAIN TOOL
Shimano® (HG/IG) 8/9  
Campagnolo® C10
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INCL. NEOPRENE BAG

INBUSSCHLÜSSEL
ALLEN KEY
2,5  |  3  |  4  |  5  |  6 

SCHRAUBENDREHER
SCREWDRIVER
+  

TORX® SCHLÜSSEL
TORX® KEY 
Magura®/Shimano® Disc T 25 

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN
CT-WORX

TOM 7

90 x 40 x 35 mm | 20 functions | weight 235 g 

72 x 29 x 18 mm | 7 functions | weight 88 g

The innovative tool concept – 
extremely functional and compact:
 
✚ Chrome-vanadium quality tool steel.

✚ Suitable especially for bikes with internally hub gear.

IDEAL FÜR

PERFECT FOR

E-BIKE

The 6mm allen wrench can be used as a lever for the combination wrench and box wrench.

INBUSSCHLÜSSEL
ALLEN KEY
2,5  |  3  |  4  |  5  |  6  |  8

REIFENHEBER
TYRE LEVER
x 2

KETTENNIETER
CHAIN TOOL
Shimano® (HG/IG) 8/9  
Campagnolo® C10

SPEICHENSCHLÜSSEL
SPOKE KEY
G 14  |  G 15

RING SCHLÜSSEL
BOX KEY
12  |  11 |  6

MAULSCHLÜSSEL
OPEN KEY
8  |  10 |  13 |  15

TORX® SCHLÜSSEL
TORX® KEY
Magura®/Shimano® Disc T 25 

SCHRAUBENDREHER
SCREWDRIVER
+

NEW

This slim mini tool made of metal combines 
the most important tools in one extremely 
compact package: 

✚  With its 7 integrated functions you will be  
 able to fix many breakdowns on your 
 ride quickly. 

✚  It also includes a useful neoprene bag.

SKS-ADVICE
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L | 115 x 105 x 150 | volume 1,4 Ltr.

S | 110 x 90 x 110 | volume 0,8 Ltr.

XS | 110 x 77 x 86 mm | volume 0,5 Ltr.

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

TOUR BAG

RACE BAG

XL | 115 x 105 x 150 + 40 mm | Volume 1,4 + 0,6 Ltr.

M | 110 x 90 x 110 + 40 mm | volume 0,8 + 0,2 Ltr.

The SKS TOUR BAG saddle bags are distinguished 
by their exceptional design and easy handling:
 
✚ Famous X-TRA-DRY quick release fastening 
 allows quick attachment to the seat post.

✚ The angle adjustment provides 
 optimal alignment.

✚ Compartment for a mini tool inside.

✚ Loop for the safety blink, reflective strips 
 for safty and water resistant material.

The SKS RACE BAG can easily be attached to 
the saddle rails without any tools:
  
✚ Separate compartment inside for a mini tool.

✚ Attachment loop for the safety blink, 
 reflective strip for safty.

IDEAL FÜR

PERFECT FOR

E-BIKE
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144 x 53 x 70 mm | volume 0,5 Ltr.

270 x 220 mm | 115 g

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

ENERGY BAG

TOOL WRAP

Our ENERGY BAG is the easiest and quickest way to 
carry your energy bars, money, phone or keys on your bike:
 
✚ The small bag sits within arms reach on 
 the front top tube, secured with Velcro 
 attachments.

✚ Thus you can e.g. easily fuel up on 
 energy bars while still riding.

✚ The bag lid protects the contents 
 from the elements.

✚ Reflective piping guarantee improved 
 visibility in low light conditions.

TOOL WRAP, the bicycle bag made of sturdy nylon 
with straps for frame mounting:
 
✚ The bag features storage compartments 
 e.g. for mini pump, repair kit, tire levers, 
 mini tools, or small change.



DIRTBOARDMASTER

28

MUDGUARDS
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26" + 27,5"

26" + 27,5"

29"

29"

weight 101 g 26" + 27,5" · 112 g 29"

weight 228 g 26" + 27,5" · 239 g 29"

SHOCKBLADE

X-BLADE

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

The front mudguard, high-quality 2-compound for 
mounting on the fork of mountain and trekking bikes:
 
✚ The dirtboard is available in sizes 
 26"/27.5" and 28" /29".

✚ The attachement disappears almost completely 
 within the steering tube.

The high-quality 2-compound mudguard for the 
rear wheel of mountain and trekking bikes:
 
✚ Whether you ride 26", 27.5", 28" or 29", 
 we offert right X-BLADE.

✚ Due to the quick-release mounting, the dirtboard 
 can be fitted to almost any seat post and 
 optimally adjusted to the wheel using the 
 2-hinge mechanism.
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Perfect splash protection with XL format! 
The matching front mudguard to the X-TRA DRY XL is also 
avaialble now in a bigger size particularly for 650B and 
29" wheels. Its tool-free snap-on and off system 
makes the attachment and detachment very quick 
and easy. Suitable for steering tubes from 
15 to 35mm diameter. With 96g this exceptional 
front mudguard is an extreme lightweight:
  
✚ Extremely light and almost unbreakable.

✚ Adapter for Cannondale Headshok® 
 and rigid forks available.

The worldwide most famous MTB rear mudguard is now also 
available in a bigger size  particularly for 650B and 29" wheels.
Best feature of this extremely lightweight mudguard made 
from high-performance plastic is the proven and toolfree 
SKS quick-release powerstrap attachement for the the 
seat post. The angle can be optimally adjusted by 
one single screw:

✚ Length: 560 mm

Weight 96 g | 26"-29"

SHOCKBOARD XL
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

Weight 162 g | 26"-29"

X-TRA-DRY XL
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN
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Ultra-light snap-on front mudguard for almost 
any suspension forks:
  
✚ Extremely light and almost unbreakable.

✚ Adapter for Cannondale Headshok® 
 and rigid forks available.

✚ Quick-release-adapter.

The fast seller among quick-release rear mudguard:
  
✚ Shock-resistant high performance plastic.

✚ Easy quick-release-fastening by powerstrap 
 fits almost all seat posts.

✚ Length: 450 mm

WHITE EDITION

Weight 97 g | 26"

SHOCKBOARD
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

WHITE EDITION

Weight 140 g | 26"

X-TRA-DRY
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN



SKS-GER MANY

JU
NIOR-EDITION

Weight 205 g | 20"-24"

ROWDY

ROWDY - the first high end mudguard set 
for kids mountain-bikes:
  
✚ The multi-adjust design allows mounting to almost 
 every frame type including full suspensions.

✚ Easy and bombproof fixation, maximum spray protection.

✚ Suitable for suspension forks.

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

32



28" | weight 106 g | widgth 52 mm

28" | weight 92 g | max. tyre width 38 mm | length fender 390 mm

S-BLADE

S-BOARD

Extremely lightweight rear clip-on mudguard made from high-performance plastic in 
particular for road bikes, cyclocross bikes, gravel bikes etc. Best feature is the proven 
and toolfree SKS quick-release powerstrap attachement for the seat post. The angle 
can be optimally adjusted by one single screw.:
  
✚ The S-BLADE can be fitted with our quick release on virtually any 
 racing bike and the angle setting optimally adjusted.

✚ Also suitable for cyclocross.

✚ Tool-free mounting within seconds.

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

Smart clip-on front mudguard for road, cyclocross, hybrid, 
gravel bikes etc. for max. tyre width up to 38 mm:

✚  It is the ideal companion to our S-BLADE 
 rear mudguard. 

✚  Its smart, double hinged quick release 
 fitting system also fits aero forks. 

✚  Paintwork protection film for 
 the frame is included.

33



FATBOARD SET
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

34

Weight: 353 g | lenght: 480 mm

The ultimate set of mudguards for fat tyre bikes 
offering all round mud protection:
  
✚ Front is mounted easily under the downtube by high-performance straps.

✚ Rear fits to the seat post in seconds with the proven toolfree 
 SKS quick-release powerstrap attachment system.

✚ The two-hinge arm in the rear allows perfect adjustibility 
 to the geometry of your bike.



SHOCKBOARD VARIO
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

35

Weight: 116 g | max. tyre width: 2.5 | lenght: 545 mm

This innovative mudguard provides optimal protection 
for tapered AND upside-down suspension forks:
  
✚ Rubber strap fixing at the fork crown.

✚ Easy angle adjustment to the bike geometry.

✚ Popular SHOCKBOARD design.

NEW

 

Angle adjustability
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28“ | max. tyre width: 25 mm | front fender: 525 + 150 mm · rear fender: 805 + 150 mm | 493 g

BLACK

SILVER

RACEBLADE LONG
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

This ultra long clip-on mudguard set for road bike tyres up to max.  25 mm width protects you, whether you‘re 
riding your road bike in a warm summer rain or on solitary winter trips:
  
✚ The end of each mudguard extends to below the hub axles.

✚ This length ensures a full coverage, meaning you, and also the cyclist behind you, 
 are spared from splashing.

✚ They can be perfectly adapted to the radius of the wheel by adjusting the length of the stays.

✚ Once the metal mounting brackets are fitted to the bicycle the mudguards can be clipped on 
 and off in seconds making them ideal in case of need.

✚ Brackets attach to brake bolts and skewers.



The ulimate clip-on mudguard set for road and cyclocross bikes 
for tyre width 25-32mm:
  
✚ Its smart, double hinged quick release fitting system 
 also fits aero forks and is also compatible 
 with disc brakes.

✚ Mudguards can be perfectly adapted to the radius 
 of the wheel by adjusting the length of the stays. 

✚ Superlight extra long mud flaps give additional 
 spray protection. 

✚ Paintwork protection film for the frame 
  included.
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BLACK

BLACK

SILVER

SILVER

28“ | tyre width: 25-32 mm | front fender: 565 mm · rear fender: 730 mm | 365 g

28“ | max. tyre width: 25 mm | front fender: 519 mm · rear fender: 680 mm | 355 g

WHITE

RACEBLADE PRO XL SET

RACEBLADE PRO SET
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

The ultimate clip-on mudguard set for road bikes for max. tyre width up to 25mm:
  
✚ Its smart, double hinged quick release fitting system also fits aero forks 
 and is compatible with disc brakes.

✚ Mudguards can be perfectly adapted to the radius of the wheel by 
 adjusting the length of the stays.

✚ Superlight extra long mud flaps give additional 
 spray protection. 

✚ Paintwork protection film for the frame 

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

BLACK
MATT

NEW

44,99 EURO

BLACK
MATT

NEW

44,99 EURO



OPTIONAL U-STAY KIT 
AVAILABLE SEPARATELY 

ALL VELO STAYKIT WITH 
ESC-AUTO RELEASE SYSTEM

VELO SERIES
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These durable lightweight mudguards feature an easy mounting 
system that is compatible with bikes that may lack mudguard 
eyelets. Their almost full-length size provides better coverage 
than shorter mudguards and the optional support stays 
prevent unwanted mudguard rattle when riding over rough 
roads. A versatile mudguard set that should keep riders 
commuting in all kinds of weather:
  
✚ The VELO SERIES covers tyres 
 from 37 to 62 mm widths.

✚ For more stiffness optional stainless clip-in 
 U-stay kit is sold separately.

Weight 170 g | profil width 42 mm | clolours black and white

VELO 42 URBAN
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

Weight 527 g | profil width 42 mm | black

INCL. STAYSVELO 42 URBAN
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

28" | weight 194 g | profile width 47 mm

VELO 47 TREKKING
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

VELO 55 CROSS
26"-29" (tyres up to 2.1 inch) | weight 232 g | profile width 55 mm

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

26"-29" | weight 263 g | profile width 65 mm

VELO 65 MOUNTAIN
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

26"-29" | weight 158 g | profile width 65 mm

VELO 65 MOUNTAIN REAR
ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

VELO 55 KIDS 20"

20" | weight 156 g | profile width 55 mm

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

VELO 55 JUNIOR 24"

24" | weight 190 g | profile width 55 mm

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN
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SLIDECAGE
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ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

Weight 49 g

As the name SLIDECAGE already implies the bottle can be 
slide in/off from the top as well as from the side of the cage:
  
✚ The modular cage construction allows either right-hand 
 or left-hand bottle insertion.

Bopttle holder with storage:
  
✚ Compartment to carry your repair kit, keys or change.

✚ Bayonet catch.

✚ LOCKCAGE: roll-back cable lock (75 cm).

SPACECAGE + LOCKCAGE
SPACECAGE: Weight 100 g
LOCKCAGE: Weight 180 g

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

Roll-back cable lock 
LOCKCAGE

NEW

* Without content
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TOPCAGE

ANYWHERE SET

Weight 53 g

circumference from 160-250 mm |  diameter from 50-80 mm

Lightweight and strong high 
performance plastic bottle cage:
  
✚ Adjustable nose to fit the bottle.

✚ Fits to its flexibility to a lot 
 of plastic drinking bottles.

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

TIP! Also suitable for 
customary PET-bottles.

Long strap Short strap

The ANYWHERE bottle cage adapter 
really lives up to its name: 

✚  You can mount it anywhere on the bike frame,  
 even where there are no mounting holes. 

✚  Includes the TOPCAGE bottle cage as well as a  
 strap for wider frame tube diameters from 
 50 to 80 mm . 

✚  We also offer shorter strapsas spare   
 parts for fitting the adapter to the seat post.

* Without content



750 ml42 500 ml
750 ml

500 ml
750 ml

BOTTLER HOLDER ADAPTER ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

The SKS BOTTLE HOLDER ADAPTER can be attached to 
the seat post, the stem or anywhere with this adjustable, 
well-proven SKS quick-release mount system:
  
✚ The angle adjustment ensures that the bottle 
 is always optimally aligned.

SKS-DRINKING BOTTLE ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

750 ml

Food safe

NEWNEW



500 ml
750 ml

SMARTBOY
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ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

Weight 49 g

With this innovative mount you can fit your smart 
phone to the handlebar of your bike in seconds 
or for instance to the push bar of your stroller 
without any tools!

✚  The supplied plastic case keeps your smart  
 phone dry and handy!

✚  It also features a transparent touch window 
 for operating your display. 

MAX
144 x 76 x 9 mm



SKS metaplast Scheffer-Klute GmbH

Zur Hubertushalle 4 · 59846 Sundern · Germany

Tel: +49 2933 831-0 · Fax: +49 2933 831-115 · mail: sales@sks-germany.com

SKS-GERMANY.COM


